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            you know that 81% of Instagram users will search
Insta when they are looking for products and services? It's
crazy - Instagram and YouTube are the new Google
searches for many people. Not only that, but 63% of people
who have an Insta account use it every single day.

Meanwhile, Facebook (which owns Instagram) has been
making constant changes to the ways you can use Insta -
sometimes daily. You can now post these 5 ways.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In your basic Instagram feed alone there are now 4
different ways to post. I created a short video for you that
shows you these 4 ways plus how to share out an individual
post from your feed and how to archive a single post. Go
over to my YouTube channel to take a look. You might be
surprised at all the different ways you can use Insta's basic
feed. Find the video here: youtube.com/watch?
v=7AV6PQInIIE
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This week I'm attending my first week-long virtual
conference, so I'll be spending a lot of time in Zoom
rooms. I'm hoping to do some of that from the beach if
the two little hurricanes don't bring us much rain (they
won't hit here but we'll get some rain as they blow by).
Because I'll be "away" we will not have the usual
Monday Let's Talk meeting today, but we'll get together
next Monday as usual.

By the way, if you are on Instagram I'd like to know it,
so please hit reply and give me your account name
there. You can follow me in two places.

@theconfidentmarketer
@suepainter
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Have a great week! I'm looking forward to finding you on Instagram.

To your sweet success,

Sue Painter

PS If you want to consistently work on your business with the right mindset and
strategies consider joining my CEO Circle Community. Find us at
confidentmarketer.com/ceo-circle.


